










This month we learned about how we grow and basic human needs. We especially enjoyed looking 
at our students' cute baby photos. The children had fun guessing who each baby was. We are learning 

to recognize our first initial, written name, and doing writing 
exercises so we can learn to write our own name. 
It's been a wonderful month for friendship. We talked about how 
we should use our hands and words to be kind, show respect, and 
help others. We also welcomed a new classmate and celebrated 
Hera's 5th birthday! Hera brought lots of yummy snacks and a 
rainbow unicorn cake to share with the class.  
Speaking of cake, one of our new songs is Pat-a-Cake. Every day 
the special helper chooses what flavor it will be. We pat it, prick it 
and mark it with their first initial, and then eat it! Yum, yum, yum! 

Preschool 2 with Ms. Jenni 





Happy Thanksgiving and Albanian Independence Day to everyone from Kindergarten! ☺☺☺

►November has been an exciting month for Kindergarten as the students 

have learnt some vowel sounds “o, a, i” and consonant sounds “m, t, d, c, g”. 

They have started to create and write short words from the sounds and 

letters they have learnt and are also able to read them by recognizing the 

sounds. ◄



☻The pupils are very enthusiastic and patriotic about the Albanian Independence 

Day Celebration! They enjoy singing the National Anthem!

▪ In Math the children recognize the numbers up to 10 and we have started to add, 

compare and match sets with the same number.

▪ In Science they have learnt about the weather and suitable tools to measure the 

temperature. ▪ In Domain they have listened to Folktales and learnt about Characters 

and the moral of the story.



Happy  

Thanksgiving! 



3rd Math & Science
-Multiplication

-Animal & Plant Life Cycles
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Ms. Ariana’s 4th Grade
November 2020 Newsletter  

Dear Parents, We are in our third month of
school! Students have taken baseline assessments

and classroom tests that identify areas for
improvement. It is important that we ask students

questions that require more than a yes/no response.
Ask students why questions that will make them

think about what they are learning and give more
details to support their responses.



Ivaylo’s 10th Birthday Party! 
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Math:

Patterns in multiplication, with an emphasis on building 

multiplication arrays. Developing multiplication 

strategies for problem-solving. 

English: 

In the first unit of Module 2B, students begin by building 

background knowledge on animal defense mechanisms 

using an Animal Defenses research journal to record 

notes and synthesize new information. Students will 

learn to listen closely and close reading of informational 

texts about animal defense mechanisms will prepare 

students for the mid-unit assessment in which they 

examine visuals in the text and read about caterpillars’ 

defense mechanisms. 

This module is designed to address English Language 

Arts standards as students read informational texts 

about animal defense mechanisms. However, the 

module intentionally incorporates Science practices and 

themes to support potential connections to the two 

subjects.  

This Month’s Curriculum



Science Project

2019 2020 2021

In the month of November students have learned about Plants and Animals. The 
Big Idea for this unit was that all living things go through a cycle of growth. Living 
things have adaptations that help them survive in their environments.



A Day in School!





MATH
NEWSLETTER

Grade 5: This month with grade �ve we �nished the "Dividing Whole Numbers" chapter. Using diagrams to divide
made the lessons easier for students, and that was showed in the test results. Last two weeks we are working iwith
decimals. Using place values to add and subtract decimals. Students are working individually and in groups to better
understand the concepts.
Grade 6: Grade 6 �nished the "Adding, Subtracting, Multiplying and Dividing Decimals" chapter. In this chapter the
students did very good because using the base ten blocks helped them  better understand the concepts. Last two
weeks we focused in Algebraic expressions and Properties of additions and multiplications. This class ia always
focused and they try to get their best from the lessons during class. 
Grade 7: This month with grade 7 we �nished the chapter of Expressions and Equations. We used properties of
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division to solve the equations. At the moment we are focused in
Inequalities, reading and writing Inequalities as well as solving them by using properties of Inequality.
Grade 8: On the �rst week of this month we �nished the "Transformations" chapter. Translations, re�ections,
rotations and dilations of �gures in the Coordinate Plane. We continued with Triangles and inside and outside angles
of polygons. Students are trying to understand and they are �nished working in Geometry. At the moment we are
working in graphing  Equations and Slope of lines. 
Moving forward slowly and con�dent.



 

 

 

Happy 
Thanksgiving!! 

NOVEMBER  |  2020 |  AIS 

 

It has been exam week in science here at AIS to 
mark the end of a successful first term. The kids have 

been studying and reviewing the topics of cells & 
heredity, Punnett Squares & Pedigrees, along with 

the applications of Biotechnology in the XXIst 

Century. They also focused on the Engineering 
Process, as well as the use of renewable and 

nonrenewable sources of energy in the present and 
potential solutions for the near and mid-term future. 

 
Onwards to a productive and successful second 

semester! 

 

 

 

 

SCIENCE 
NEWSLETTER 



7th Grade News

 

 
These energetic learners helped Prince Caspian take 
his rightful throne in Narnia, contemplated narrative 
writing, wrote imaginative stories, pointedly 
pondered proper nouns and created correct dialogue. 
In addition, they have been careening around outside 
in the crisp autumn air. What a Wonderful Class! 



Novem ber         
New slet t er .

              Soci al  St ud i es 
Sm

In 5th Grade Social Studies we have been learning about the Mayans. 
Their culture, architecture, religion and  diet. Students tried some 
delicious guacamole which they really enjoyed. Also, they did some 
Art work.  In 4th Grade we have been learning about Medieval 
Europe; Kings and Queens, Christianity and the crusades. 

 In 6th and 8th Grade Social Studies we have been learning about 
Ancient Greece, Ancient Rome as well as the Greek goods and 
Alexander the Great, Archimedes and Julius Caesar. In 7th Grade 
Social Studies we have been learning about World War I and the 
Industrial Revolution.   

 



Social Studies 3 with Ms. Besjana

Learning about Ancient Rome

Third graders have demonstrated 

persistence and enthusiasm while learning 

about the Ancient Rome. 

Students have learned about the division 

of the Romans in two social classes: 

patricians and plebeians. This topic raised 

a lot of discussions in class. 

The studious third graders shared their 

opinions about the most important 

historical figures: Julius Caesar, Augustus 

Caesar, Cleopatra, and Marc Antony. They 

also learned about how the roman roads, 

bridges and aqueducts were built. It 

resulted a very useful information for the 

future engineers. 

The students were rewarded with candies 

for doing an excellent job with the Social 

Studies projects and the presentations. ♥



Happy Independence Day & Happy Thanksgiving



ESL 
With Ms. Besjana

In the ESL classroom, a lot of topics were 
covered this month. According to their English 
proficiency, different students worked on 
different topics and lessons. Some of the topics 
covered were: sounds, reading, reading 
comprehension, expanding sentences, present 
simple tense, adjectives, creative writing, 
Thanksgiving,  etc. 
They demonstrated enthusiasm about the 
reading competition we did and made me 
happy that they tried their best. 



November’s Activities

Sounds Listening Exercise Silent ‘e’



November’s Activities

Mystery Box 
(using adjectives to describe the 

objects)

Present Simple Exercises



ESL with Ms. Arjeta
NOVEMBER

I decided to call November the “Reading
Month” for us. This because we read
different books with diverse topics. Reading
is fun and has many benefits, regardless of
your age. It's a key component of education
and professional development. It also has
immediate and long-lasting health benefits
such as increased cognitive function, memory,
vocabulary, empathy and decreased levels of
stress.



Our Library

Changes
By Bea Silverberg

• It is a book that explains 
how things change such 
as: clock, weather, 
clothes, mood, and even 
people themselves. 

• For ages 6-10.

Beezus and Ramona

By Beverly Cleary

• We read and analyzed the 
1st chapter “Beezus and 
her little sister”. 

• The story explains the 
complicated relationships 
among siblings. How they 
can better understand one 
another and overcome the 
obstacles that they face in 
order to maintain a 
healthy relationship.

• For ages 9 and up.

The Shoemaker and 
the Elves

By Sue Arengo• This is a story  about a 
shoemaker who is in a 
difficult situation because 
his business is not going so 
well. He works hard day 
and night to make some 
money.  Things get easier 
when two little friends 
decide to give him a hand 
in secret.

• We invite you to join us and 
read more stories together. 

• For ages 6-11.



Sharing moments together!



Bellows College

Fin du premier trimestre!

During French test After French test

Pendant 
l’examen
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Après l’examen



Friday, November 27th we celebrated the Albanian Independence and Liberation
Day. The students had prepared songs and poems to be performed for our staff. At
the end of the show, our students, Albanian and international ones, started to
spontaneously dance Albanian Valle (dances) and that was the best part of the day.
Afterwards, Mr. Arjan had prepared an outdoor barbecue and Ms. Vera cooked some
very delicious food, sweet and savory. We want to thank all the teachers that helped
create this modest but wonderful show, Ms. Ida, Ms. Ines, Ms. Veti and Ms. Natasha.
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Upcoming Events:
Dec. 4th – Virtual Parent-Teacher Meeting
Dec. 8th – Youth Day/NO SCHOOL
Dec. 19th-Jan 3rd – Winter Break 

Follow us:Follow us:
Website: www.ais-tirana.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com/aistirana
Instagram: aistirana
Youtube: Albanian International School 

!!!Announcement:
Starting from December 2nd, PreK to 
Grade 8 will finish school at 
2:10pm. 

Have�a�great�holiday!!�See�you�all�on�Wednesday!

http://www.ais-tirana.org/
http://www.facebook.com/aistirana
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